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Is this answer helpful?

The ivory trade is the commercial, often illegal trade in the ivory 
tusks of the hippopotamus, walrus, narwhal,[1] mammoth,[2] and 
most commonly, African and Asian elephants.

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ivory_trade
Ivory trade - Wikipedia

PEOPLE ALSO ASK

Ivory trade
The ivory trade is the
commercial, often
illegal trade in the ivory
tusks of the
hippopotamus, walrus,
narwhal, mammoth,
and most commonly,
African and Asian

elephants. Ivory has been traded for
hundreds of years by people in regions such
as Greenland, Alaska, and Siberia. The
trade, in more recent times, has led to
endangerment of species, resulting in
restrictions and bans. Ivory was formerly
used to make piano keys and other
decorative items because of the white color
it presents when processed but the piano
industry abandoned ivory as a key covering
material in the 1970s.
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Suggest an edit

Why do Elephants have tusks?



What are elephant tusks used for?



How many elephants are killed?



Elephants and the ivory trade: The crisis in Africa - â€¦
www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/37373034
Oct 05, 2016 · Leaders from across the world have met in Johannesburg in South Africa

What is elephant poaching?

http://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/37373034


ivory trade in africa history

illegal ivory trade in africa

elephant ivory trade

china bans ivory trade

when did ivory trade start

is selling ivory illegal

what is ivory trade

history of ivory

to discuss the future of the ivory trade, amongst other things. Many people believe â€¦

Ivory trade - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ivory_trade
The ivory trade is the commercial, often illegal trade in the ivory tusks of the
hippopotamus, walrus, narwhal, mammoth, and most commonly, African and Asian
elephants. Ivory has been traded for hundreds of years by people in regions such as
Greenland, Alaska, and Siberia.

Images of ivory trade in africa
bing.com/images

See more images of ivory trade in africa

The History of the Ivory Trade - National Geographic â€¦
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/media/history-ivory-trade
A worldwide ban on ivory sales in 1989 led to a rebound in the population, to about a
million. But in 1999 and 2008, due to pressure from countries in Asia and southern Africa,
the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES) allowed two
sanctioned sales of ivory.

NEA - The African Elephant And The Ivory Trade
www.nea.org › Tools And Ideas › Lesson Plans
Once very common in Africa and Asia, the future of elephants is uncertain due to habitat
destruction, the ivory trade, and other man-made conflicts. These lessons and resources
examine the threatened future of Earthâ€™s largest living land mammal.

Ivory Trade: Africa - Colby College
personal.colby.edu/personal/t/thtieten/end-bots.html
Legal trade hid illegal trade and ivory cartels allowed countries to sell confiscated ivory
from poachers. In Botswana, the ban has jeopardized future elephant populations, which
currently stand at between 54,700 and 60, 935 individuals (poaching levels â€¦

Ivory Trade in Africa - ThoughtCo
https://www.thoughtco.com/ivory-trade-in-africa-43350
For the past one hundred years, the ivory trade in Africa has been closely regulated, yet
the trade continues to thrive. Ivory Trade in Antiquity. During the days of the Roman
Empire, the ivory exported from Africa largely came from North African elephants.

The Ivory Trade - bornfree.org.uk
https://www.bornfree.org.uk/.../african-elephants/projects/ivory-trade
Tens of thousands of elephants are being killed across Africa each year for their tusks.

Stop the Ivory Trade | Bloody Ivory : Stop Elephant ...
www.bloodyivory.org/stop-the-ivory-trade
Africaâ€™s savannahs and forests were no longer sanctuaries for elephants; they had
been turned into graveyards. In 1989, a worldwide ban on ivory trade was approved by
CITES. Levels of poaching fell dramatically, and black market prices of ivory slumped.

Ivory trade: Africa leaders want EU to be like China and ...
https://qz.com/1231631
The next target in the struggle to stamp out ivory trade and its debilitating effect on
elephant populations across Africa is the European Union (EU). A petition signed by 32
African leaders has called on the EUâ€”the world's largest exporter of legal ivoryâ€”to
close its thriving market.

Illegal Wildlife Trade | Threats | WWF
www.worldwildlife.org › x Threats
Rhino poaching in South Africa increased from 13 to 1,004 between 2007 and 2013. The
world is dealing with an unprecedented spike in illegal wildlife trade, threatening to
overturn decades of conservation gains. Ivory estimated to weigh more than 23 metric
tonsâ€”a figure that represents 2,500 ...
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